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a b s t r a c t
Water is often found in (micro)-heterogeneous environments and therefore it is necessary to understand
their H-bonded network structure in such altered environments. We explore the structure and dynamics
of water in its binary mixture with relatively less polar small biocompatible amphiphilic molecule 1,2-
Dimethoxyethane (DME) by a combined spectroscopic and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study.
Picosecond (ps) resolved fluorescence spectroscopy using coumarin 500 as the fluorophore establishes
a non-monotonic behaviour of the mixture. Simulation studies also explore the various possible H-
bond formations between water and DME. The relative abundance of such different water species man-
ifests the heterogeneity in the mixture.
1. Introduction

Liquid water at ambient conditions is a disordered ensemble of
highly polar molecules and it possesses several fascinating com-
plex properties owing to its ability of dynamic reformation of three
dimensional intermolecular H-bonded networks [1–3]. Perturba-
tion of such H-bond network results in temporal fluctuations,
which is the origin of their orientational relaxations [4] that is gov-
erned by the making and breaking of H-bonds [5–8]. In this regard
polymer–water binary mixtures are of potential interest since they
could often mimic biological environments [9]. H-bonding is one of
the key characteristic features of polymer aqueous solutions. The
modes of interaction and the mechanism of solvation of amphiphi-
lic molecules and macromolecular fragments by surrounding
water molecules are still subjects of investigation and have com-
manded a lot of attention in the scientific community [9–20].

Here we study the hydration of 1,2-Dimethoxyethane (DME),
which is the shortest ether unit and the building block of the
polyethelyne(oxide) (PEO) polymer family [21]. Oligomers of
DME, namely PEO (or PEG), has tremendous technological impor-
tance with wide spread applications [22–24] mostly due to their
water solubility, flexible structure, non-reactivity and low toxicity.
The high solubility of PEO and insolubility of poly(oxymethylene)
(POM) is contrasting. A recent Raman spectroscopy and DFT calcu-
lation study has confirmed that the high solubility of this polymer
emanates from the increased abundance of the trans-gauche-trans
(tgt) conformer of the monomer in water [16]. The conformers of
PEO and DME can broadly be recognized as either being hydrophi-
lic or hydrophobic [9] and their relative abundance changes with
hydration. It has been shown that the H-bond distribution in
water-PEO and water-DME mixtures are comparable, and there-
fore, studies on water-DME binary mixture could provide mean-
ingful insights into the otherwise complex water-polymer
interactions [21]. Such small amphiphilic polymer units in aqueous
environments provides with a model platform for studying the
highly debated phenomenon of ‘‘hydrophobic hydration” [11,25–
27]. It has been shown that in presence of water the tgt conforma-
tion of DME gets thermodynamic stabilization compared to the
other hydrophobic conformers (tgg, ttt etc.). Earlier studies have
reported non-monotonic changes in several structural, physical
and thermodynamic parameters in DME-water mixtures: con-
former stability [28], self-diffusion constants [29,30], viscosity
[31], collective hydration dynamics [5], etc.

DME-water binary mixture has thus been a key system of inter-
est and has been extensively studied theoretically [29,32–34] as
well as experimentally [16,28,30,35]. Thermodynamically unfa-
vourable conformations like ttt and tgg0 are comparably less hydro-
philic than the tgt and tgg conformers, and with increasing
concentration of water in the mixture the relative population of
the polar conformers increases [28,36]. While most of these earlier
studies are focused on estimating the relative abundance of various
possible conformers of DME, relatively less attention has been paid
on how the presence of such molecules perturbs the structure and
dynamics of water. Recently our group has studied the concentration
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dependent changes in the dynamics of water through the entire
concentration range of water-DMEmixture by combining THz time
domain spectroscopy (TTDS) (0.3–1.6 THz) and molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulation [5]. We found that the dynamical timescales
follow a non-monotonic dependency on water concentration
(Xw). Collective H-bond dynamics of water is accelerated (�3 ps)
or retarded (�12 ps) as the concentration is varied from Xw =
0.2–0.8. Our simulation results unambiguously established the
large angular jump mechanism of H-bond breaking and making
with waiting periods in between those jumps. We also observed
the occurrence of non-monotonic behaviour of the orientational
correlation function with Xw in this mixture which correlates the
experimental TTDS results. However, this study was mostly
focused on the ultrafast H-bond dynamics of water in the mixture,
while a detailed apprehension of the structural aspects of H-bond
network was not been addressed, and our present investigation is
mostly focused on this. Dielectric relaxation study, which provides
with information about the collective response of polarization
relaxation of dipolar solvents, is often complemented by time
resolved fluorescence (TRF) measurements which is more site
specific in nature and could often found to be of better relevance
for specific processes. Time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
(TRFS) manifests the stabilization of instantaneously created solute
dipoles (fluorophore) by the reorientation of solvent dipoles. We
study ps-resolved solvation dynamics of DME/water binary mix-
tures using coumarin 500 (C500) [37] as the fluorophore. While
TRFS has extensively been employed to understand unusual hydra-
tion in many binary mixtures [38–43] no such study is reported for
the DME-water mixture. Since water can form H-bond to both
neighbouring water as well as DME, one could apprehend micro-
scopic heterogeneity in the mixture, which in turn is expected to
provide its imprint in the TRFS measurements. To obtain further
molecular level apprehension of micro-heterogeneity in the H-
bond structure we perform all-atom classical MD simulations
which provides with meaningful insight on the spectroscopic
observations.
Scheme 1. Geometrical criteria of hydrogen bonding among water molecules.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental

1,2-Dimethoxyethene (DME) and benzonitrile (PhCN) were pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich (stated purity 98%) and used without
further purification. All the binary mixtures were prepared using
Milli-Q water. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy mea-
surements were recorded in a JASCO FTIR-6300 spectrometer using
two CaF2 windows (3 mm thickness) with the spacer thickness of
25 lm, in the frequency region of 2200–2250 cm�1 at room tem-
perature. Samples were prepared by vigorous mixing of 2% PhCN
in pure water and also with the other binary mixtures. All the mea-
surements were carried out in dry nitrogen atmosphere. Each mea-
surement consists of 100 scans acquired at 0.5 cm�1 resolution. All
the data represented here are difference absorbance spectra where
the absorption spectrum of the corresponding DME/water binary
mixtures were used as the references. Steady-state emission spec-
tra were measured with a Jobin Yvon Fluorolog fluorimeter
(Fluoromax-3). We used a non-covalent fluorescent solvation
probe coumarin 500 (C500) at very low concentration (�4 lM).
Time-resolved emission measurements were performed using a
previously described [44] commercially available time-correlated
single-photon-counting (TCSPC) instrument with an overall instru-
ment response function (IRF) �80 ps. Emission decays were fitted
using an iterative re-convolution least-squares algorithm. The time
resolved emission spectra (TRES) were used to construct the nor-
malised spectral shift correlation function defined as,
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time t, and at infinity respectively. The time dependent solvation
correlation functions C(t) were fitted using a bi-exponential decay
function. The average solvation time was calculated as hssi ¼

P
aisi.
2.2. MD simulation protocol

We performed all-atom classical molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations of DME and water binary mixtures as described in our ear-
lier publication [5]. In brief, the canonical ensembles were
prepared using GROMACS (version 4.6.5) software package with
constant temperature and pressure methods. The initial configura-
tion was built using Packmol and equilibrated in the NPT ensemble
at 1 atm pressure for 500 ps. Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat
were used to control the temperature and pressure with time con-
stants of 0.5 and 1.0 ps, respectively. Subsequently, further equili-
bration for 1 ns followed by a production run of 5 ns was carried
out in NVT ensemble. A detailed description of the force field
parameters can be found in these Refs. [5,34,36]. All bonds were
constrained using the LINCS algorithm. Periodic boundary condi-
tions were employed in all the three directions. Snapshots were
saved in every 5 fs interval for further data analyses. Simulations
were carried out in six different DME-water mixtures with
Xw � 0.06, 0.25, 0.45, 0.70, 0.85 and 0.90 at 293 K. Each simulated
systems are consists of approximately 1000 molecules in 4 nm
cubical box. H-bonds can be defined in a number of ways based
on geometric criteria, energy consideration as well as orbital occu-
pancy. Here, we have chosen a widely accepted geometric defini-
tion based on a distance (R) and an angle (h) criterion (see
Scheme 1). According to this definition, a H-bond donor (D) and
an acceptor (A) molecules are considered to be H-bonded if (i)
the distance between D and A atoms (RDA), is less than a cut off dis-
tance, Rcutoff (�3.2 Å for water-water H-bond) and (ii) the angle
between the OH vector of water and the vector joining the two
oxygen atoms of water-water or water-DME molecules (hO-O-H) is
less than hcutoff (�30�). We have taken care of all the possible
H-bonds (water-water and also water DME). The cut off distances
were fixed from the radial distribution functions (RDF).



3. Results and discussions

3.1. MIR study

FTIR experiments in the mid infrared (MIR) region can provide
with meaningful information on the H-bonding status and can
sense the polarity of the environment [45–47]. Nitrile (C„N) is
an efficient IR spectroscopic probe to investigate the intermolecu-
lar interactions, solvent polarity, and formation of non-covalent H-
bonding in liquids [45]. Fig. 1a shows the MIR absorption spectra of
PhCN in water/DME binary mixtures at various Xw. DME being a
relatively less polar molecule (es � 7) can hardly form H-bond with
its neighbouring PhCN molecules and the IR peak frequency (mNHB)
for the unbound CN molecules in DME continuum is observed at
�2229 cm-1. On the other hand, the protic solvent water gener-
ously forms H-bond with CN and the IR peak suffers noticeable
blue shift to appear at mHB = 2235 cm-1. The IR peak (mpeak) profile
exhibits a non-monotonic nature in the binary mixtures (Fig. 1b).
We observe that in the low water concentration region (from pure
DME to Xw � 0.6) mpeak suffers nominal red shift while on further
addition of water, at Xw > 0.6 mpeak increases sharply (Fig. 1b).
The mixed system thus offers significant deviation from the other-
wise expected ideal linear mixing behaviour corroborating our ear-
lier findings [5,48,49]. IR characteristics of nitriles is driven mostly
by solvent induced changes in the local electric field of the envi-
ronment [45,50]. The scenario is, however, different in aqueous
solutions. In conventional IR probes (e.g. OD or CO), as one
increases water content, the probe bond length increases due to
the extensive H-bonding and eventually the IR peak frequency suf-
fers red shift [5,48]. However, the length of the strong triple cova-
lent CN bond could hardly be perturbed by relatively weak non-
covalent H-bonding. As water molecules form H-bonds with the
N terminal (H-bond acceptor) of PhCN, the partial charge differ-
ence between C and N decreases. Hence the effective dipole
moment of CN decreases increasing the corresponding potential
energy which eventually leads to a blue shift of the IR peak fre-
quency [45]. This rationale corroborates with the sharp increase
in IR peak frequency in the high Xw region. At low Xw, due to the
confinement of water clusters in the vicinity of DME clusters [5],
free water is less available to form H-bonds with PhCN. A modest
red shift is observed in this region due to the increase in the polar-
ity of the medium.

3.2. Steady state fluorescence study

Steady state absorption spectra of C500 in binary mixtures are
shown in Fig. S1 (in SI section); we found a progressive red shift
of the absorption peak with increasing water content. We also
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Fig. 1. (a) FTIR absorption spectra of CN stretch frequency of PhCN in DME-water solut
function of the mole fraction of water.
observe a progressive red shift of the emission peak with increas-
ing Xw (Fig. 2a) that corroborates the earlier findings for water-
ether binary mixtures [43]; the emission maximum at 459 nm in
pure DME appears at 499 nm at Xw = 0.9, which in turn is blue
shifted compared to the 508 nm peak observed in pure water
[41]. We plot the peak maxima with Xw, and found that the red
shift is progressive but not linear. A distinct change in the slope
is observed at Xw � 0.2. Such red shift has classically been
explained as the manifestation of increasing polarity of the mix-
ture. To rationalized the polarity of the samples we plot the static
dielectric constant (es) of each mixtures as a function of Xw (see
Fig. S2 in SI section) and observe a non-linear change from
Xw � 0.6. The non-monotonous red shift of the emission peak thus
cannot be explained solely on the basis of the change in the dielec-
tric constant in such H-bonded system, rather one also needs to
consider that DME has a capability to form extensive H-bonding
with the neighbouring water molecules through its two ether oxy-
gen atoms, which can cause the probe to be distributed in different
heterogeneous locations in the mixture and can influence the fluo-
rescence characteristics accordingly. We try to deconvulate the
emission profile of C500 in the mixtures with two Gaussian envel-
opes keeping the centre frequencies fixed at 459 nm (C500 in pure
DME) and at 508 nm (C500 in pure water). The spectra could not be
deconvoluted into these sub-bands with reasonable accuracy
which unambiguously concludes that the probe might also reside
at the interfaces of DME and water.

3.3. TRFS measurements

We measure the wavelength dependent emission transients of
C500 in different DME-water mixtures; the tri-exponential fits of
these transients reveal that the decay parameters in the blue end
differ significantly than those in the red end (Fig. S3a in SI section),
which strongly indicates solvation of the probe [51]. Using the
transient fitting parameters and the steady state emission spectra
we construct the corresponding time resolved emission spectra
(TRES) (Fig. S3b in SI section). We, however, could not found
noticeable differences in the time resolved spectra of C500 in the
neat liquids (DME and water). Solvation of fluoroprobes in neat
polar solvents generally occurs in ps to sub-ps timescales [41,52]
which is undetectable in the TCSPC measurements. However, the
molecular heterogeneity in the mixed systems hinders the reorien-
tation and/or translational diffusion of the solvents which eventu-
ally retards the solvation process to produce considerable
dynamical Stokes shift be detected in TCSPC measurements [41].
All the C(t) curves (Eq. (1) are fitted bi-exponentially with time
constants of sub hundred and a few hundreds of ps (Table S1 in
SI section). It is to be noted that we miss a significant fraction of
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Fig. 2. Steady state emission spectra of coumarin 500 fluorophore in DME-water
binary mixtures. Emission peak frequencies are plotted in inset as function of mole
fraction of water.
the ultrafast fluorescence signal due to the limited resolution of the
TCSPC setup. We estimate the extent of the loss (instrumental res-
olution) of our setup using a methodology developed by Fee and
Maroncelli [53],

m
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abs � m
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abs � m
�np

emi
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where m
�p

abs; m
�np

abs and m
�np

emi are the peak absorption frequency of polar
and nonpolar solvent and the emissive peak frequency of nonpolar
solvent, respectively. We found �70% of the ultrafast signal, which
arises from the bulk water, goes undetected (Table S1 in SI section).

We calculate the average solvation time hsi and plot it against
Xw in Fig. 3b. hsi decreases first modestly (up to Xw = 0.6) and then
sharply, a similar trend was earlier reported by Shirota et al. [42]
for water-propanol binary mixture as the authors observed a
decrease in the solvation timescales with Xw. The solvation profile
can well be rationalized in the light of MIR measurements. In low
Xw region, water molecules are rather confined and/or strongly H-
bonded in the DME continuum, as inferred from the MIR measure-
ments, which inhibits them to reorient and/or translate in response
to the instantaneously created C500 dipole resulting in slow solva-
tion. In the high Xw region (>0.6) the mixture contains DME-free
water molecules as indicated by their ability to form extensive
H-bond with the PhCN molecules (Fig. 1a). Gradual increase in
Xw starts forming water molecules which are not H-bonded to
more than one DME molecule (see MD simulation results) and
can form large clusters with flexible structures around DME mole-
cules. Such water network acts in comparable manner to that of
bulk water and are available for the solvation of the excited C500
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dipoles, which eventually accelerates the solvation process
(Fig. 3b). The increased missing fraction of the Stokes shift
(Table S1 in SI section) is also a manifestation of the fact.

3.4. Hydration structure (MD simulation study)

To obtain a microscopic realization of the observed structural
and dynamical features, classical MD simulation of the DME/water
binary mixtures is performed. From the MD trajectories we com-
pute the radial distribution functions (RDF) for various possible
pairs of oxygen atoms. The results are shown in Fig. S4 (in SI sec-
tion). An oxygen atom could belong either to a DME or to a water
molecule. The first peaks for the water-water and water-DME
RDF’s arise at distances of 2.78 and 3.12 Å respectively. The first
RDF peaks for water-water and water-DME marginally changes
with the water content in the solutions. It indicates that the H-
boding configurations remain almost unaltered with Xw. In the
mixture the position of the water-DME peak remains almost unal-
tered indicating that hydration of DME molecules could be
achieved without significant perturbation of H-bond network of
water molecules. The first peak of DME-DME RDF occurs at 2.9 Å
(Fig. S4 in SI), which is higher than that in water-water but smaller
than that in water-DME signifying hydrophobically induced aggre-
gation of DME molecules.

We define ‘‘coordination number” or ‘‘hydration number” as the
number of neighbours (water molecules) in the hydration shell of
DME that are connected to the DME molecules through H-bonds.
In Fig. 4a we display the hydration number of DME molecules as
a function of Xw. We have used the previously introduced geomet-
rical criteria (Scheme 1) for deciding whether a pair of molecules is
H-bonded or not. We tag each O atom of each DME molecule and
calculate the Owater � ODME distance (ROAO) and the HAOAO angle.
We consider a pair to be H-bonded iff ROAO < 3.2 Å and hHAOAO < 300.
The hydration number profile shows a nonlinear dependence on
Xw (Fig. 4a). In the low Xw region (<0.6), it increases slowly indicat-
ing towards a non-classical hydrophobic hydration of DME [26]. On
the other hand, beyond Xw = 0.6 it increases sharply as DME mole-
cules starts forming extensive H-bonds with water and conse-
quently high content (�80%) of open H-bonded structures (see
later) are produced. We also calculate the relative abundance of
the non H-bonded dangling OH bonds at different water concentra-
tions (Fig. 4b). Dangling water molecules are identified as those
which are H-bonded through one of its OH-hand while the other
OAH hand does not participate in any H-bond formation
[6,54,55]. We found that the abundance of dangling bonds is pre-
sumably high with more than 20% of water molecules to remain
in the dangling state in the low to moderate Xw region. With
increasing Xw the relative population of the dangling water mole-
cules decreases gradually.
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Fig. 4. (a) Water concentration dependent average hydration number of DME molecules. (b) The abundance of the dangling H-bond.
Water can donate as well as can accept H-bonds with any other
water and/or DMEmolecule, whereas DMEmolecules always act as
H-bond acceptors. Aggregation of DME molecules can create void
spaces that could induce defects in H-bonding network. So it is
of utmost importance to examine the relative percentage of H-
bond weights. We tag each H-bond formed by any water molecule
in the mixture and group them in three possible categories:
bonded to water, bonded to DME and non H-bonded or single
(Fig. 5). Water prefers to bind with neighbouring water molecules
forming water clusters, however, water molecules in the vicinity of
DME molecules could hardly connect to their polar partners and
thus prefer to remain single rather than connected to other DME
molecules. This eventually results in a considerable abundance of
single and DME-connected water molecules at low Xw (Fig. 5).
With increase in Xw the relative population of these water mole-
cules decreases with a concomitant increase in the H-bonded
water abundance.

As observed in Fig. 5, at low Xw there exist under coordinated
water molecules in DME continuum with dangling OH bonds.
These dangling water molecules are connected to an oxygen atom
of neighbouring DME via H-bonding, and correspondingly unable
to participate in bulk like H-bond network that results a sluggish
solvation of C500 molecules (Fig. 3). For a detailed microscopic
view we divide the hydration status into three different plausible
configuration and identified the relative abundance of those local
H-bonded configurations (Scheme 2): (a) ‘‘close-homo structure”,
in which a single water molecule is connected to two oxygen
atoms of the same DME molecule, (b) ‘‘close-hetero structure”,
where a single water molecule binds to two oxygen atoms of two
different DME molecules, and (c) ‘‘open structure”, in which one
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of the OAH hands of a single water molecule is connected to a
DME oxygen atom, the other OAH hand does necessarily not bind
to DME, however, can bind to any neighbouring water molecule or
could remain dangling as well. We compute the relative population
of all these configurations and the results are represented in Fig. 6.
We found that the population of the close-homo structure is rather
low (<2%) in the mixtures even in the very lowwater concentration
regions. Perhaps the oxygen-oxygen distance in DME molecule is
not optimally fit for a single water molecule to bridge them. The
low abundance of such conformation also corroborates an earlier
report which concludes 3–7 water molecules to form chain like
structures to bridge the two oxygen atoms of a single DME mole-
cule [30]. It is also noted that the population of close-homo struc-
tures diminishes with increasing Xw, which is anticipated with
the increasing abundance of water into the mixture. At low Xw,
the relative populations of close-hetero is �25% and that of the
open structure is �45%, however, with increasing Xw, the former
decreases at the expense of the increase in the population of the
open structures. Relatively high hetero structure abundance at
low Xw region suggests the encapsulation of water molecules
within DME clusters. With increasing Xw such clusters dissolve
and DME gets essentially solvated by water molecules. At high
Xw, no water molecule is H-bonded to more than one DME mole-
cule (high abundance of open structure).

Water molecule can donate two H-bonds through its H-atoms
and/or can also accept two H-bonds through the O-atom. Hence
it can have a maximum coordination number of four with an
approximately tetrahedral arrangement [56,57]. The possibility of
the formation of otherwise stable five member bifurcated H-bond
structure is rather low in presence of hydrophobic polymers due
to the defect and the fluctuation of H-bond network [58]. The prob-
ability distribution of the number of H-bonds made by individual
water molecules can provide with a better understanding of the
hydration in presence of hydrophobic solutes. We compute the
probability distribution of the number of H-bonds per water mole-
cules in all the mixtures (Fig. 7). These H-bonds are formed with
neighbouring water and/or DME molecules present in the mixture.
At low water concentration (Xw � 0.06) at least 10% of the total
water population form no H-bond (remain as single, see Fig. 5);
perhaps these water molecules get arrested in the hydrophobic
framework of DME molecular clusters. At low Xw water molecules
preferentially stay either in dangling form or in two H-bonded
structures. The negligible abundance of three or four H-bonded
structure unambiguously confirms the lack of tetrahedral connec-
tivity and abundance of linear water clusters at these concentra-
tions. At moderate to high Xw the water molecules start
connecting with each other and form percolating water clusters
around DME molecules. The relative growth of the three and four
member water signifies the completion of the bulk-like tetrahe-
drality of the water network.



Scheme 2. Various degrees of configuration of water molecules in the vicinity of DME molecules, (a) close home structure, (b) close hetero structure and (c) open structure.
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Fig. 6. Relative abundance of different structure of water molecules in the close approximate of DME molecules.

Fig. 7. The probability distributions of the number of H-bonds formed by any water
molecule in the whole concentration range.
4. Conclusions

We investigated the structure and solvation dynamics of water
in the vicinity of amphiphilic DME molecule with both experimen-
tal and computer simulation studies. The mid-IR FTIR study indi-
cates that in the low water concentration regions small water
clusters are confined in DME continuum that also corroborates
time hindered solvation as obtained from the time resolved fluo-
rescence measurements. The MD simulation results conclude that
at the interface of DME-water there exist defect in the H-bonding
network which causes an increasing content of the dangling H-
bond population. At low Xw, water molecules are not confined
via H-bonding with DME molecules, rather they form water clus-
ters due to the polar-polar affinity and those small clusters are con-
fined in the cage of DME clusters. At higher Xw, DME-free water
molecules start getting available in the solution which accelerates
the solvation process. We also calculated the relative abundances
of various configurations of the H-bonded water structures around
DME and found it to vary with Xw. Our study unambiguously
establishes the micro-heterogeneous nature of the water-DME
mixture which manifests various H-bonded structure of water
might found relevance to mimic water molecules in biologically
relevant heterogeneous environments.
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